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Beginning at a 3/4 inch pipe at the northwest corner of this lot, the northeast corner of Lot 35, Kanahiku House Lots, Second Series, and on the south side of Government Main Road, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation Station "PAHOA" being 4822.24 feet South and 8306.08 feet East, as shown on Government Survey Registered H.T.S. Plat 816-A, thence running by azimuths measured clockwise from True South-

1. 282° 38'  
   246.02 feet along the south side of Government Main Road to a 3/4 inch pipe;

2. Thence on a curve to the right having a radius of 20.00 feet, the chord azimuth and distance being:  
   329° 31' 30" 29.20 feet to a spike;

3. 16° 25'  
   477.24 feet along the west side of 40-Foot Road to a spike;

4. 106° 25'  
   266.81 feet along Lot 39, Kanahiku House Lots, Second Series, to a 3/4 inch pipe;

5. 196° 25'  
   480.97 feet along Lot 35, Kanahiku House Lots, Second Series, to the point of beginning and containing an Area of 2.997 Acres.

Compiled from survey and plan by Chas. L. Murray and D. J. Murray and Gov't. Survey Records.
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